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Abstract

Several traditional and distributed file systems have been widely used and
tested in distributed environments. However, these file systems do not provide
parallel features. This pap€r proposes a new infrastructure that supports p¿ual-
lelism and increases the performance of different kind of applications, using tra-
ditional and distributed servers of a cluster as data repositories. The client-side of
the architecture is responsible for the logic of the parallel file system. Moreove¡,
a multiagent subsystem is included in the file system with the aim of achieving
additional functionalities, such as caching, prefetching or the use of hints.
Keywords: Parallel VO, cluster, multiagent systems, distributed systems.

I Introduction

The growing advances of the processors design, the widely use of high-performance
workstations and the improvements of the network technology have created a huge in-
terest in the design and development of software for distributed and parallel systems.
The design of file and storage systems for distributed environments is one of the most
signiñcative examples. File systems provide an abstraction layer, which allows ap-
plications to use efficiently and simply the underlying VO system. More specifically,
distributed file systems provide access to multiple sharing storage devices. Neverthe-
less, these systems are limited by the sequential access to each server, which tums the
VO system into a bottleneck in the whole systern. In such way, the I/O system lim-
its the performance achieved by distributed computing architectures. Furthermore, the
improvements in disk access times have not been proportional to the increase of pro-
cessors performance, which have been enhanced more than 50% per year. Despite disk
capacity has drastically increased [9], reducing the transference time between 607a and
80% per year, the total access time has only been reduced 10% per year, due to its de-
pendence on mechanical components. Amdahl's law states that the speedup obtained
from computers is limited by the slowest $ystem componenl llhus, it is fundamental
to improve VO systems performance for enhancing the whole system. With the aim
of solving these problems, several solutions have been proposed. Parallel I/O systems
constitute one of the most important proposals.

Additionally, the hardware infrastructure has been drastically changed. Nowadays,
it is common to use clusters of workstations instead of traditional mainframes or su-
percomputers. Within these clusters, a set of traditional and distributed file servers
are used, without parallel features. However, they provide access to their files. These
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servers have been completely tested, since they are general-purpose servers, widely

used. A sample file server is NFS (Network File System) [21]'
In distributed systems, the agents paradigm helps to solve problems in a new way in

the computing world [l3]. Despite this discipline belongs to the Dstributed Artificial
Intelligence (DAI) field, agents are used in other different fields. The agents technol-
ogy offers a conceptual framework, which allows the applications to take advantage
of suitable features for their adaptation to complex and dynamic environments. The
advantages of this paradigm make agents a promising choice for the parallel VO field.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the problems we need to

address in the parallel VO for clusters and describes the related work. Section 3 shows

MAPFS (MultiAgent Parallel File System), our proposal for solving the problems de-
tected in the previous section. Section 4 shows implementation issues about MAPFS

and the evaluation of MAPFS VO operations in a cluster. Section 5 summarizes our

conclusions and suggests further future work.

2 Problem Statement and Related Work

2.1 Parallel VO problems

Nowadays, parallel VO is being used in different kind of domains, which have very

different requirements. For this reason, several parallel I/O libraries have appeared in
order to provide a set of highly specialized VO functions to applications programmers,

used for achieving the maximum performance and flexibility of these applications. This

situation involves a lack of standarization and portability of parallel VO libraries. In

fact, MPI-IO is the only initiative to make standard the parallel VO interface. The main
problem of parallel VO libraries is that they are not a generic solution for distributed

systems, since they are thought as a framework for specific parallel applications. On
the other hand, parallel file systems are independent of applications, making possible

a flexible and generic solution. Nevertheless, existing parallel file systems have some

drawbacks:

o In general, parallel file systems arc ú hoc solutions, which use specific servers,
different from servers of other file systems. This makes rnorc complex the use of

the VO system.

o These systems are thought for parallel machines an{ in general, they are not
suitable for distributed general-purpose environments. The growing appearance
of this kind of environments makes harder this drawback.

¡ Parallel file systems have been traditionally deployed in high-performance and
very expensive mainframes.

o Parallel file systems are not usually implemented for heterogeneous computing
nodes.

o Most of the VO systems that uses optimizations such as caching, prefetching
or hints, do not provide flexibility to applicaúons, hiding the use of these tech-
niques. However, for real-time or time-criúcal applications, a more powerful
interface adaptable to different domains would be a better choice.
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Since clusters often use dist¡ibuted and traditional file systems, we propose to use
them as data repositories on the server-side. The client-side is responsible for giving
parallel features to the whole architecture. The advantages ofthis proposal are:

1. Distributed and traditional file svstems are widely available in distributed envi-
ronments.

2. These file systems have been tested in these environments.

3. According to Corbett in [4], 
"The inadequacy of current distributed file systems

for parallel file systems has led to the design of various parallel file systems . . .".
MAPFS represents a proposal for harmonizing both kind of systems, allowing
distributed file systems to be used as part of the infrastructure.

Therefore, MAPFS proposes a client-server architecture, in which the logic of the
parallel file system is implemented by the client, and servers are not modified. They are
only used as data repositories. Agents are used for managing additional functionalities,
as is explained below.

2.2 Related Work

With the proliferation of networks, the need of sharing data between different nodes
made possible the development of distributed file systems t241, tl ll. Distributed file
systems allow processes to be able to access a common set of files in multiple comput-
ers. A distributed file system guarantees transparent acce$s to files, creating a global
storage space for multiple clients. Although a distributed file system is composed of
multiple servers and storage devices, access to data is not made in parallel. NFS [21],
AFS [8], Coda [22], Sprite [16] or xFS [l] ¿ue some of the most used distributed file
systems.

NFS was originally designed by Sun Microsystems in 1985. NFS provides a trans-
parent access to files and directories located in remote nodes, in such way that data can
be used as a local resource. NFS follows a client-server architecture. The remote node
is named NFS server and the local node is named NFS client. Through a "mounting"

process, clients can use directories and files exported by a NFS server. Clients and
servers are communicated by means of RPC (Remote Procedure Calls). NFS servers
have an interface, which can be used by clients for communicating with it tl4l, tl5l.
NFS is a stateless protocol, in such way that the server writes modified data before
returning results to the client. The client makes requests to the server with all the nec-
essary information for solving the operation. If a client fails, this does not affect to the
server. If a server fails, this server only need to be restarted. Thus, recovering from
a failure in NFS is simple. NFS has become the de facto standard for sharing files in
UNIX systems.

AFS (Andrew File System) is a distributed file system for sharing resources in an
efficient way through a Local Area Network (LAN) or a Wide Area Network (WAN).
AFS also follows a client-server architecture and it was originally developed in the
Centre of Technological Information of the Camegie-Mellon University. The most
important organizative unit of AFS is named cell andis composed of a group of servers,
which store the tree structure of directories of AFS. Authentication servers are used in
order to provide security to AFS by means of the Kerberos protocol. The use of a cache
increases the performance of AFS, reducing significatively the network traffic. AFS is
available in multiple platforms, such as SUN, Hq SGI, DEC or IBM.
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Coda (COnstant Data Availability) is descendant of the AFS file system. Indeed,

this file system was designed with the aim of improving data availability in AFS' In

Coda, it is possible to have multiple copies of a file in different servers. In this way,

fault tolerance is achieved. Furthermore, the clients can use the disconnected mode,

since the files are stored in local memory"
xFS, developed by a group ofuc Berkeley, is a serverless network file system [1],

which distributes the responsabilities of the file system, the storage and the resources

through the nodes of the LAN. xFS takes advantage of the opportunities offered by

efficient LANs, such as ATM or Myrinet. xFS implements a RAID storage system'

distributing data through disks of all the nodes of the system. This kind of file systems

are suitabli for SAN (Storage Area Network) [5] and provide high data availability,

since they are not based ón a unique server, which could be a single point of failure'

Some authors call these file systems Shared-Disk File Systems or even Cluster File

Systems, since they distribute data among all the nodes of the local area network. Other

similar file systems areZ.ebfa [7], Frangipani [25], GFS [23] and Petal [10].
Finally, PVFS (Parallel virtual File System) t2l, t3l is a parallel file system, cur-

rently targeted at clusters of workstations. PVFS goals are twofold: to be used as

a platform for parallel VO research, and to serve as a production file system for the

cluster community. This parallel file system stripes file data across multiple disks in

different nodes in a cluster. In this way, potential bandwidth is increased, and net-

work bottlenecks are minimized. PVFS offers multiple user interfaces, which includes

MPI-IO, traditional Linux file system interface and a nativePFVS library interface'

3 Proposed Approach

MAPFS [8] is a new parallel and multiagent file system for clusters, whose main goal

is to solve the problems previously defined. At a first stage' MAPFS was conceived as

a client-server architecture, in which the client was responsible of the logic of the file

system, allowing processes to access in parallel to data striped across rnultiple servers.

Wirh the goal of performing its tasks, MAPFS is composed of two subsystems with

different responsabilities: (i) MAPFSJS, which implements the parallel file system

functionality and (ii) MAPFS-IVIAS, responsible fbr the information retrieval and other

additional tasks.
MAPFS-I\iIAS is an independent subsystem, which provides suppon to the major

subsystem (MAPFS-FS) in three different areas:

o Information retrieval: The main task of MAPFS-MAS is to give the location of

the information to MAPFS-FS. Data is stored in VO nodes, that is, data servers.

r Caching and prefetching services: MAPFS takes advantage of the temporal and

spatial locality of data stored in servers. A cache has a copy of the most re-

cently used data in a storage device faster than the original storage device. How-

ever, using a cache causes an important coherence problem. Cache agents in

MAPFS-I\4AS manage this feature'

r Use of hints: The use of hints related to different aspects of data distribution and

access patterns allows MAPFS to increase the performance of these operations'

Our first prototype implements a MAPFS client and uses NFS as server-side file

system. NFS has been ported to different operating systems and machine platforms

and is used by many servers worldwide. Therefore, it is very easy to add new data
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Figure l: MAPFS Architecture

repositories to our infrastructure. The only requirement ofthese data servers is to use

NFS and export a directory tree with the shared information. MAPFS provides parallel

access to a distributed partition gf several NFS servers, as we can see in Figure l. AII

the NFS implementations support the NFS protocol, a set of Re¡note Procedure Calls
(RPC), which allow clients to make VO operations over remote nodes. We have based

our implementation on this characteristic, making use of RPC for accessing files stored
in NFS servers.

The use of NFS as server-side has the following advantages:

1. Most of the conventional distributed systems have NFS servers. For this reason,

the integration between MAPFS and NFS is easy. Furthermore, traditional and

distributed partitions can live together in the storage system.

2. NFS is widely used and tested in clusters of worsktations.

3. It is possible to access in parallel both data of different files and data of the same
file, reducing the bottleneck of the conventional servers.

4. NFS is independent ofthe operating system and can be used in different archi-
tectures. Although NFS was originally developed for UNIX systems, it has been
extended to other operating systems such a¡ Wi{g1s-style OS's. Thus, MAPFS

can be deployed in heterogeneous environments.

Despite all these advantages, we propose as future work to use other file systems,
in such way that we can work with different file servers, through a unified interface.

The MAPFS design explained above takes advantage of all the benefits of the client-
server architecture. Nevertheless, the main drawback ofthis architecture is caused by
the need of keeping file servers unaltered. This requiremente implies that the addi-
tional funcionality of the parallel file system is made by the MAPFS clients. However,
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the client is characterized by its limited capacity of processing. Thus, the client can

become a system bottleneck. This fact may drop one of the most important MAPFS

requirement, high-Performance.
Our proposed solution is a three-tier architecture, whose layers are:

o MAPFS clients: They implement the MAPFS-FS functionality, providing paral-

lelism, the file system intertace and the inÍfjrtace to the server-side for accessing

data.

o storage servers: In order to fulfill the MAPFS requirements, servers must not

Ue má¿ine¿. These servers only store data and metadata. Nevertheless, we have

defined a formalism called slo rage groups [19], for providing dynamic capacities

to storage servers, without modifying them.

c Multiagent subsystem: MAPFSJ\,IAS is composed of agents responsible for per-

forming additional tasks, which can be executed on different nodes, including

data servers. This fact is not contradictory to our requirements, since servers

are not modified. The tasks of a multiagent system are mainly: (i) give support

to the file system for data retrieving; (ii) cache management; (iii) storage group

management; and (iv) hints creation and management'

Figure 2 represents the three-tier architecture, showing the three layers and the

relation between them. At the top of the hierarchy, the file system interface is shown'

MAPFS clients are connected to other two modules: (i) the multiagent subsystem'

through MAPFSIVÍAS interface and (ii) data servers, tlt¡ough the corresponding access

interfáce. In the case of NFS servers, we have used the RPC interface.

For implementing the multiagent subsystem, MPI (Message Passing Interface) [6]'

[12] is used. This technology provides the following features:

l. MPI is an standard message-passing interface, which allows agents to communi-

cate among tllem by means of messages.

2. Message-passing paradigm is useful for synchronizing processes'

3. MPI is broadly used in clusters of workstations'

4. It provides both a suitable framewort for parallel applications and dynamic man-

agement of Processes.

5. Finally, MPI provides operations for modifying the communic¡inbpologies.

4 Implementation and Performance Analysb

Before evaluating MAPFS performance, we need to analyze tb chraretistics of the

test environment. MAPFS mainly uses two resources, the Énrc¡t' because of its dis-

tributed features and the disks, since MAPFS uses this kind of devices like storage

system. We are using a cluster of 16 Linux nodes.

For evaluating the network, the tool Ne t P IPF� Nelwork Protocol Indcpendent Eval'

uator Performarce f26l has been used, which includes tbe best features of the evalua-

tion applications ttcp and netperf. This tool fepfesenfs the network performance
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Fieure 2: MAPFS three-tier architecture

in several conditions and performs ping-pong tests, sending messages of incremen-
tal and variable size between two processes through the network or within a shared-
memory architecture. Figure 3 shows the results of evaluation of the network in a
cluster of 16 nodes. The maximum achieved bandwidth is approximately Il2M B ls.

Respect to the disk evaluation, the tool hdparm has been used to measure its band-
width. After a set of evaluation tests, the tool has shown that the average value of
the disk bandwidth is 46.7i50 MBls and the vmiance 0.99980700. These two tools,
NeLPIPE and hdparm characterize the environment in which VO operations have
been evaluated.

We have tested the performance of the MAPFS write operation, comparing a write
operation in this system and in a sequential file system, the tlnix file system. As we
can see in Figure 4, our system increases significantly the perforrnance of this opera-
tion. Furthermore, unlike a sequential file system, MAPFS keeps the increase and even
improve it when the file size is larger. The main reason of this fact is that MAPFS
requests data in parallel to all the servers, increasing the effective bandwidth. Thus,
improvements in the VO operations depend on the number of servers. Figure 5 shows
the influence of the number of nodes in the completion time of the write operation.

This test has been made using one process. In the case of multiple processes access-
ing data in parallel, we obtain a speedup near to the number of processes. In the case
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Figure 4: Comparison of a copy operation between MAPFS and a sequential file system

of read operations, results are similar' Fufhermore' using optimization techniques' we

can improve even more ü;J;;;":I tyl1o "p"tution*' bv means of the use of

,t"rnoi iug"n subsystem, as is explained in [20]'

ln [17] a comparison of tne VlepFS system and PVFS was performed' obtaining

¡"tt", ."tultt MAiFS for scientific applications'

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper describes the architecture of MAPFS' a parallel file system which provides

parallelism to the system, using traditiond g!{ltriUuted file systems' Servers are not

modified, implementing ü-ütn ;¡ the MAPFS system on the client-side and on a

-"iir"g"i- robryrt"*, *hi"h giu"t support to the file system'

We have irnpt"-"nJ u ñt" ptoiotyp"' 1tri3h 
uses NFS' The evaluation of this

prototype demonstrates 'r'" r"uS¡ilitv oitur deslgn' T*:Tn:t::::i3 
to extend

our implementation, portin-g th;Vf¡pfS interfaceio other file servers' in such way that

we can work in u h"t"tog"í"ous environment' through a unified interface'

2.0 218 22o

Access size (bytes)
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Figure 5: Influence of the number of UO nodes
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